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I%SCORSin Electnc ma come
231 W. MICHIGAN. P.O. BOX 2046. MILWAUKEE. WI 53201

February 3, 1981

3
Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director 32
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation M
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION '
Washington, D. C. 20555 U1 -1

b EiAttention: Mr. R. A. Clark, Chief
.

Operating Reactors Branch 3 3 -LM_
a ;;;

Gentlemen: 3 E

DOCKET NOS. 50-266 AND 50-301
ADD 7.TIONAL INFORMATION

TECENICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 63
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLAN *.; UNITS 1~AND 2

-

Our Technical Specification Change Request No. 63 was
transmitted by letter dated December 10, 1979, from Mr. Sol Burstein-

.to Mr.: Harold R. Dent'on'. This Technical Specification Change.
Request dealt with~ improvement'of Section'15.3.~10 of the Point
Beach Technical Specifications and provided justification for;
removal'of=the interim' penalties asaociated with rod bow. Your
letter of December ,4',1980. requested' additional information-
related to removal of the interim rod bow penalty. Responses
to your-questions are'.as follows:-

| QUESTION 490.1
|

Describe what margins were used to offset the reduction in DNBR-
due to fuel 3.od bowing. - Has NRC approved these margins for,

-

| Point Beach applications? If not, please provide the necessary
i ' justification'.
i

RESPONSE
~

The margins available resulting: from the identified input
conservatisms to offset: rod bow for the Point Beach units aret.

; Source of Margin Amount of' Margin

Design limit DNBR of '1.24 . (allowed) 4.8%
is 1.30 : (used in ' anal,rsis) - g ,

| ' Pitch reduction 3.3%. $-
[
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-TDC =_0.038 (allowed) vs. 0.019 (used- 3.0%-
'in analysis)

New densification model (elimination .7.0%
of power spike effect on DNB)-

TOTAL 18.1% DNBR'

The NRC has' approved the use of these margins-to offset the
reduction in DNBR due to fuel red bowing for Point-Beach
applications in'their report " Interim Safety Evaluation Report.
on Effects of Fuel Rod Bowing In Thermal Margin Calculations
for Light Water Reactors (Revision 1) ", dated February '16, 1977;
and the references thereto.

QUESTION 490.2

Are_the margins'used to offset rod bowing DNBR penalties employed ~
solely for this purpose? If not, please provide _ justification
.for using these margins more than once.

RESPONSE

Only a portion of the margins' identified-in Question ~490.1 Car'e
required'to offset the rod bow'DNBR penalties._ That portion''of-
the margin required is identified during each specificicycle,

reload' analysis and it is inr~ red that this portion'of margin
~

~

j is used solely to offset rod s aw.DNBR penalties..
''

A reallocation of margin in, excess of that' required to offset
the above identifiedJpenaltyfdoes not constitute an unreviewed- "

'

safety question. Fortexample, ajreanalysis which does'not
~

include-an. input conservatism,ybut : applies the proper ~ DNBR -
t . penalty explicitly to the' calculated /minimumLDNBR,cis considered

an acceptable methodology for demonstrating? meeting _oflthe'DNB H
~

;

| design basis.- If the resultant'DNBR~ exceeds.the proper design
limit:DNBR,'no unreviewed safety ~ question"is.. involved.'
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: QUESTION 490.3 'i
'
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The reduetion'in DNBR;due;to rod bowingifor:the. loss-of-flow '
'

g

' transient and N-liloop d operation ? isfgreater' than Jthe reduction - ,

7,

| in DNBR for othericonditions._.}Is additional"available marginL '

[ used, or.is the calculated, limiting DNBR.,sufficientlyflarge to
p offset this| incremental: penalty?;'. ,fa9 s

,

RESPONSE D
'

.

The 're' uction 'in DNBR due~ to rod bowingifor kha loiss-of-flow;d *-

' transient : (N- l loop operat'ioni is *not applicable ito Point Beach) ,'.

compared to: full-flow conditions,jis consideredfin the specific,
.

'
- cycle' reload 5 analysis. :Only:a'portionTof:the margin: listed'in,
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Question 490.1 is required to offset the rod bow penalties for
loss of flow and N-1 loop operation. Currently there is also 4

additional margin available in the loss of flow transient itself.
Those portions of the margins used are identified during each-
- specific cycle reload analysis and it is insured.that it is
used solely for that purpose.

QUESTION 490.4

Amend =the basis of the Technical Specifications to identify each

.

generic or plant-specific margin that has been used to offset
the reduction in DNBR due to rod bowing. Also reference either1

the source or approval of each generic margin.
.

RESPONSE

Inclusion of specific values for the margin used to eliminates
rod bow penalties would represent a significant departure from-
past practice and from the intents and purposes of the Basis
section of the Technical Specifications. As.you are-aware,
specific values are not currently specified in the bases. In-

reviewing our policy in this regard with Westinghouse ~ Electric
corporation, they have provided the following statement of-their-'

interpretation and understandig of what:the content of the
Basis section should contain *

'

"Section 50.36 of the Title-10'of the Code of Federal-|

Regulations notes, "Each applicant for1a license-
~

''

_

authorizing operation of a production orLutilization
facility shall include in his ' application . proposed L
technical' specifications'in accordance with.the

,

requirements of'this section. A summary. statement'

~of the bases or reasons for such specifications,
other than 1those covering administrative ' controls, _

;

shall also be included in the application,| but shall-
not become-part of the tejchnical. specifications."
(Underlining added)

Based'on'the'above,_it'is Westinghouse's interprefs-f
tion, and both Westinghouse and NRC historical practice,
to provide:a' statement for the bases _of the~ technical-
specifications only for specifications _ included as:
'part of the document; < notlforispecifications ;or -*

portions of specifications removed 'from .thefdocument.'
There are many'recent examples'in the development'of-'

thel Standardized 1Technica'li Specifications (STS) ~ wher'e' +

portions'of. specifications.and even entire *specifica- -

tions:were removed when?it was determined-that such-
removal would not: adversely impact the-health and.
safetylof the. general-; pub'lic. <In.ssch-instances,Ethe.

'

! bases of'the.STS were modifiediby'the deletion of ''

'+
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applicable bases and senmary statements, and in no
instance has a bases statenent been included to
justify said deletion. Inclusion of the requested
information provided above in the plant docket is
sufficient docum.entation of the justification for
removal of the rod bow penalty from Specifications
15.2.1.1 and 15.3.10.B.l.a. The responses to
Questions 490.1, 490.2 and 490.3 provide sufficient
justification and documentation to support the
requested amendment to the Point Beach Units 1 and 2
Technical Specifications."

This position is consistent with our own. If specific numerical
values of the margin allocations are always required, the Technical
Specification would probably have to be changed for each reload.
Verification of the specific values involved is, of course,
always possible by auditing the appropriate design documentation.
We propose that only the approved generic source of the margins
available to offset the reduction in DNBR due to fuel rod bowing,
as listed in our response to Question 490.1 and in the NRC
Interim Safety Evaluation Report centioned above, be identified
in ths Technical Specification Basis discussion. Revised pages
15.2.1-3 and 15.3.10-11 of the proposed Technical Specifications
are included herewith for that purpose ae Attachment A.

Enclosed herewith are three signed originals of this
application together with forty additional copies. We trust that
this additional information will satisfy your concerns. Please
contact us if you have further questions.

Very truly yours,
m

-:
,

M
Sol Eurstein Executive Vice President

Subscribed and sworn to before me
This 3rd day of February, 1981.

dWA4Ww %&a~
Notary Public, State of Wisconsin

My Comaission expires AA_ /, / 6 V
O

Attachments

Copy to: URC Resident Inspector
Point Beach Nuclear-Plant
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